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Foreword

This Technical Specification (TS) has been produced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows:

Version x.y.z

where:

x  the first digit:

1  presented to TSG for information;
2  presented to TSG for approval;
3  or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control.

y  the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, updates, etc.

z  the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document.

Introduction

This document has been prepared by the 3GPP Task Force, and contains an example set of algorithms which may be used as the authentication and key generation functions $f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5$ and $f_5^*$. (It is not mandatory that the particular algorithms specified in this document are used — all seven functions are operator-specifiable rather than being fully standardised). This document is one five, which between them form the entire specification of the example algorithms, entitled:

- 3GPP TS 35.205: "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Services and System Aspects; 3G Security; Specification of the MILENAGE Algorithm Set: An example algorithm set for the 3GPP authentication and key generation functions $f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5$ and $f_5^*$; Document 1: General".

- 3GPP TS 35.206: "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Services and System Aspects; 3G Security; Specification of the MILENAGE Algorithm Set: An example algorithm set for the 3GPP authentication and key generation functions $f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5$ and $f_5^*$; Document 2: Algorithm Specification".

- 3GPP TS 35.207: "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Services and System Aspects; 3G Security; Specification of the MILENAGE Algorithm Set: An example algorithm set for the 3GPP authentication and key generation functions $f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5$ and $f_5^*$; Document 3: Implementors' Test Data".

- 3GPP TS 35.208: "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Services and System Aspects; 3G Security; Specification of the MILENAGE Algorithm Set: An example algorithm set for the 3GPP authentication and key generation functions $f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5$ and $f_5^*$; Document 4: Design Conformance Test Data".

- 3GPP TR 35.909: "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Services and System Aspects; 3G Security; Specification of the MILENAGE Algorithm Set: An example algorithm set for the 3GPP authentication and key generation functions $f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5$ and $f_5^*$; Document 5: Summary and results of design and evaluation".
0 The name "MILENAGE"

The name of this algorithm set is "MILENAGE". It should be pronounced like a French word — something like "mi-le-nahj".

1 Outline of the document

Section 2 introduces the algorithms and describes the notation used in the subsequent sections.

Section 3 explains how the algorithms are designed as a framework in such a way that various "customising components" can be selected in order to customise the algorithm for a particular operator.

Section 4 defines the example algorithms. The algorithm framework is defined in section 4.1; in section 4.2, specific instances of the components are selected to define the specific example algorithm set.

Section 5 explains various options and considerations for implementation of the algorithms, including considerations to be borne in mind when modifying the customising components.

Illustrative pictures are given in Annex 1. Annex 2 gives a specification of the block cipher algorithm which is used as a cryptographic kernel in the definition of the example algorithms. Annexes 3 and 4 contain source code in the C programming language: Annex 3 gives a complete and straightforward implementation of the algorithm set, while Annex 4 gives an example of an alternative high-performance implementation just of the kernel function.

1.1 References

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present document.

- References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or non-specific.
- For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply.
- For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same Release as the present document.


INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION

2.1 Introduction

Within the security architecture of the 3GPP system there are seven security functions \( f_1, f_1^*, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5 \) and \( f_5^* \). The operation of these functions falls within the domain of one operator, and the functions are therefore to be specified by each operator rather than being fully standardised. The algorithms specified in this document are examples that may be used by an operator who does not wish to design his own.

The inputs and outputs of all seven algorithms are defined in section 2.4.

2.2 Notation

2.2.1 Radix

We use the prefix \( 0x \) to indicate hexadecimal numbers.

2.2.2 Conventions

We use the assignment operator ‘\( = \)’, as used in several programming languages. When we write

\[
\text{<variable>} = \text{<expression>}
\]

we mean that \( \text{<variable>} \) assumes the value that \( \text{<expression>} \) had before the assignment took place. For instance,

\[
x = x + y + 3
\]

means

\[
\text{(new value of } x) \text{ becomes (old value of } x) + (\text{old value of } y) + 3.
\]

2.2.3 Bit/Byte ordering

All data variables in this specification are presented with the most significant bit (or byte) on the left hand side and the least significant bit (or byte) on the right hand side. Where a variable is broken down into a number of substrings, the
leftmost (most significant) substring is numbered 0, the next most significant is numbered 1, and so on through to the least significant.

2.2.4 List of Symbols

- The assignment operator.
- The bitwise exclusive-OR operation.
- The concatenation of the two operands.
- The result of applying a block cipher encryption to the input value \( x \) using the key \( k \).
- The result of cyclically rotating the 128-bit value \( x \) by \( r \) bit positions towards the most significant bit. If \( x = x[0] || x[1] || \ldots x[127] \), and \( y = \text{rot}(x,r) \), then \( y = x[r] || x[r+1] || \ldots x[127] || x[0] || x[1] || x[r-1] \).
- The \( i^{th} \) bit of the variable \( X \). \( (X = X[0] || X[1] || X[2] || \ldots) \).

2.3 List of Variables

- **AK**: a 48-bit anonymity key that is the output of either of the functions \( f5 \) and \( f5^* \).
- **AMF**: a 16-bit authentication management field that is an input to the functions \( f1 \) and \( f1^* \).
- **c1,c2,c3,c4,c5**: 128-bit constants, which are XORed onto intermediate variables.
- **CK**: a 128-bit confidentiality key that is the output of the function \( f3 \).
- **IK**: a 128-bit integrity key that is the output of the function \( f4 \).
- **IN1**: a 128-bit value constructed from \( SQN \) and \( AMF \) and used in the computation of the functions \( f1 \) and \( f1^* \).
- **K**: a 128-bit subscriber key that is an input to the functions \( f1,f1^*,f2,f3,f4,f5 \) and \( f5^* \).
- **MAC-A**: a 64-bit network authentication code that is the output of the function \( f1 \).
- **MAC-S**: a 64-bit resynchronisation authentication code that is the output of the function \( f1^* \).
- **OP**: a 128-bit Operator Variant Algorithm Configuration Field that is a component of the functions \( f1,f1^*,f2,f3,f4,f5 \) and \( f5^* \).
- **OPc**: a 128-bit value derived from \( OP \) and \( K \) and used within the computation of the functions.
- **OUT1,OUT2,OUT3,OUT4,OUT5**: 128-bit computed values from which the outputs of the functions \( f1,f1^*,f2,f3,f4,f5 \) and \( f5^* \) are obtained.
- **r1,r2,r3,r4,r5**: integers in the range 0–127 inclusive, which define amounts by which intermediate variables are cyclically rotated.
- **RAND**: a 128-bit random challenge that is an input to the functions \( f1,f1^*,f2,f3,f4,f5 \) and \( f5^* \).
- **RES**: a 64-bit signed response that is the output of the function \( f2 \).
- **SQN**: a 48-bit sequence number that is an input to either of the functions \( f1 \) and \( f1^* \). (For \( f1^* \) this input is more precisely called \( SQN_{MS} \).)
- **TEMP**: a 128-bit value used within the computation of the functions.

2.4 Algorithm Inputs and Outputs

The inputs to the algorithms are given in tables 1 and 2, the outputs in tables 3–9 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Subscriber key  ( K[0]\ldots K[127] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Random challenge  ( RAND[0]\ldots RAND[127] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQN</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Sequence number  ( SQN[0]\ldots SQN[47] ). (For ( f1^* ) this input is more precisely called ( SQN_{MS} ).)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMF</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Authentication management field  ( AMF[0]\ldots AMF[15] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Subscriber key  ( K[0]\ldots K[127] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Random challenge  ( RAND[0]\ldots RAND[127] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: \( f_1 \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC-A</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Network authentication code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: \( f_1^* \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC-S</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Resynch authentication code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. \( f_2 \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. \( f_3 \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CK</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Confidentiality key</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. \( f_4 \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IK</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Integrity key</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. \( f_5 \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Anonymity key</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. \( f_5^* \) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Resynch anonymity key</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Both \( f_5 \) and \( f_5^* \) outputs are called AK according to reference [2]. In practice only one of them will be calculated in each instance of the authentication and key agreement procedure.

3 The algorithm framework and the specific example algorithms

The example algorithm set makes use of the following components:

- A block cipher encryption function, which takes a 128-bit input and a 128-bit key and returns a 128-bit output. If the input is \( x \), the key is \( k \) and the output is \( y \), we write \( y = E_x[k] \).

- A 128-bit value \( OP \). This is an Operator Variant Algorithm Configuration Field, which the Task Force was asked to include as a simple means to provide separation between the functionality of the algorithms when used by different operators. It is left to each operator to select a value for \( OP \). The algorithm set is designed to be secure whether or not \( OP \) is publicly known; however, operators may see some advantage in keeping their value of \( OP \) secret. This and other aspects of the use of \( OP \) are discussed further in section 5.

In the specific example algorithm set, a particular block cipher is used. But the algorithms have been designed so that this component can be replaced by any operator who wishes to create his own customised algorithm set. In that sense this document defines an algorithm framework, and the example algorithm set is one that fits within the framework. This is how the algorithm set is defined in section 4: in section 4.1 the framework is defined in terms of the block cipher, and then in section 4.2 a block cipher is selected to give a fully specified algorithm set.
4 Definition of the example algorithms

4.1 Algorithm Framework

A 128-bit value $OP_C$ is derived from $OP$ and $K$ as follows:

$$OP_C = OP \oplus E[OP]_K.$$ 

An intermediate 128-bit value $TEMP$ is computed as follows:

$$TEMP = E[RAND \oplus OP_C]_K.$$

A 128-bit value $IN1$ is constructed as follows:

$$IN1[0] .. IN1[47] = SQN[0] .. SQN[47]$$
$$IN1[48] .. IN1[63] = AMF[0] .. AMF[15]$$
$$IN1[64] .. IN1[111] = SQN[0] .. SQN[47]$$
$$IN1[112] .. IN1[127] = AMF[0] .. AMF[15]$$

Five 128-bit constants $c1$, $c2$, $c3$, $c4$, $c5$ are defined as follows:

$$c1[i] = 0 \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq 127$$
$$c2[i] = 0 \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq 127, \text{ except that } c2[127] = 1$$
$$c3[i] = 0 \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq 127, \text{ except that } c3[126] = 1$$
$$c4[i] = 0 \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq 127, \text{ except that } c4[125] = 1$$
$$c5[i] = 0 \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq 127, \text{ except that } c5[124] = 1$$

Five integers $r1$, $r2$, $r3$, $r4$, $r5$ are defined as follows:

$$r1 = 64; \quad r2 = 0; \quad r3 = 32; \quad r4 = 64; \quad r5 = 96$$

Five 128-bit blocks $OUT1$, $OUT2$, $OUT3$, $OUT4$, $OUT5$ are computed as follows:

$$OUT1 = E[TEMP \oplus \text{rot}(IN1 \oplus OP_C, r1) \oplus c1]_K \oplus OP_C$$
$$OUT2 = E[\text{rot}(TEMP \oplus OP_C, r2) \oplus c2]_K \oplus OP_C$$
$$OUT3 = E[\text{rot}(TEMP \oplus OP_C, r3) \oplus c3]_K \oplus OP_C$$
$$OUT4 = E[\text{rot}(TEMP \oplus OP_C, r4) \oplus c4]_K \oplus OP_C$$
$$OUT5 = E[\text{rot}(TEMP \oplus OP_C, r5) \oplus c5]_K \oplus OP_C$$

The outputs of the various functions are then defined as follows:

Output of $f1 = \text{MAC-A}$, where $\text{MAC-A}[0] .. \text{MAC-A}[63] = OUT1[0] .. OUT1[63]$.
Output of $f1* = \text{MAC-S}$, where $\text{MAC-S}[0] .. \text{MAC-S}[63] = OUT1[64] .. OUT1[127]$.
Output of $f2 = \text{RES}$, where $\text{RES}[0] .. \text{RES}[63] = OUT2[64] .. OUT2[127]$.
Output of $f3 = \text{CK}$, where $\text{CK}[0] .. \text{CK}[127] = OUT3[0] .. OUT3[127]$.
Output of $f4 = \text{IK}$, where $\text{IK}[0] .. \text{IK}[127] = OUT4[0] .. OUT4[127]$.
Output of $f5 = \text{AK}$, where $\text{AK}[0] .. \text{AK}[47] = OUT5[0] .. OUT5[47]$.
Output of $f5* = \text{AK}$, where $\text{AK}[0] .. \text{AK}[47] = OUT5[0] .. OUT5[47]$.

(The repeated reference to AK is not a mistake: AK is the name of the output of either $f5$ or $f5*$, and these two functions will not in practice be computed simultaneously.)

4.2 Specific Example Algorithms

The specific example algorithm set is defined by specifying the block cipher encryption function $E[\cdot]$, which we do in this section. (It is left to each operator to specify the Operator Variant Algorithm Configuration Field $OP$.)

The block cipher selected is Rijndael [6]. This is the algorithm proposed as the Advanced Encryption Standard [7]. More precisely, it is Rijndael with 128-bit key and 128-bit block size.

$$E[x]_k = \text{the result of applying the Rijndael encryption algorithm}$$
$$\text{to the 128-bit value } x \text{ under the 128-bit key } k.$$ 

Although the definitive specification of Rijndael is in [6], a complete specification of Rijndael with 128-bit key and
128-bit block size is also given in Annex 2 of this document.

The inputs to and output of Rijndael are defined as strings of bytes. The 128-bit string \( x = x[0] \parallel x[1] \parallel \ldots x[127] \) is treated as a string of bytes by taking \( x[0] \parallel x[1] \parallel \ldots x[7] \) as the first byte, \( x[8] \parallel x[9] \parallel \ldots x[15] \) as the second byte, and so on. The key and output string are converted in the same way.

Note that the following patent statement has been made publicly (and included in [6]) by the authors of the Rijndael algorithm: "Rijndael or any of its implementations is not and will not be subject to patents."

## 5 Implementation considerations

### 5.1 OP_C computed on or off the USIM?

Recall that OP is an Operator Variant Algorithm Configuration Field. It is expected that each operator will define a value of OP which will then be used for all its subscribers. (It is up to operators to decide how to manage OP. The value of OP used for new batches of USIMs could be changed occasionally; or perhaps a different value could be given to each different USIM supplier. OP could even be given a different value for every subscriber if desired, but that is not really the intention.)

It will be seen in section 4.1 that OP_C is computed from OP and K, and that it is only OP_C, not OP, that is ever used in subsequent computations. This gives two alternative options for implementation of the algorithms on the USIM:

(a) **OP_C computed off the USIM:** OP_C is computed as part of the USIM prepersonalisation process, and OP_C is stored on the USIM. OP itself is not stored on the USIM.

(b) **OP_C computed on the USIM:** OP is stored on the USIM (it may be considered as a hard-coded part of the algorithm if preferred). OP_C is recomputed each time the algorithms are called.

The SAGE Task Force recommends that OP_C be computed off the USIM if possible, since this gives the following benefits:

- The complexity of the algorithms run on the USIM is reduced.
- It is more likely that OP can be kept secret. (If OP is stored on the USIM, it only takes one USIM to be reverse engineered for OP to be discovered and published. But it should be difficult for someone who has discovered even a large number of (OP_C, K) pairs to deduce OP. That means that the OP_C associated with any other value of K will be unknown, which may make it harder to mount some kinds of cryptanalytic and forgery attacks. The algorithms are designed to be secure whether or not OP is known to the attacker, but a secret OP is one more hurdle in the attacker's path.)

### 5.2 Customising the choice of block cipher

It was explained in section 3 that an operator may create a variant algorithm set by selecting a block cipher other than Rijndael. It is vitally important that whatever block cipher is chosen is one that has been extensively analysed and is still believed to be secure. The security of the authentication and key generation functions is crucially dependent on the strength of the block cipher.

Strictly speaking, in fact, the kernel function does not have to be a block cipher; it just has to be a keyed function (with 128-bit input, key and output) satisfying the following cryptographic requirement:

- Let the key be fixed. Without initial knowledge of the key, but with a large number of pairs of chosen input and resulting output, it must be infeasible to determine the key, and also infeasible to predict the output for any other chosen input with probability significantly greater than \( 2^{-128} \).

See also section 5.4 about protecting against side channel attacks; this will need to be borne in mind when selecting/implementing a replacement kernel function.
5.3 Further customisation

If an operator wishes to customise the algorithms still further, a simple approach is to select different values for the constants $c_1$–$c_5$ and $r_1$–$r_5$. If this is done, the pairs $(c_i, r_i)$ must all be different. It must not be the case that both $c_i = c_j$ and $r_i = r_j$ for $i \neq j$. For instance, it must not be the case that both $c_2 = c_4$ and $r_2 = r_4$. Additionally it is recommended that the following restrictions are applied:

- $c_1$ has even parity. (A 128-bit value has even parity if the number of '1's in its binary representation is even.)
- $c_2$–$c_5$ all have odd parity.

5.4 Resistance to side channel attacks

When these algorithms are implemented on a USIM, consideration should be given to protecting them against side channel attacks such as differential power analysis (DPA). [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] may be useful references.
Annex 1:
Figure of the Algorithms
Annex 2:
Specification of the Block Cipher Algorithm Rijndael

A2.1 Introduction

This section provides a specification for the example kernel function. The block cipher used is Rijndael. The complete specification of Rijndael is given elsewhere [6]. To quote from [6]:

"Rijndael is an iterated block cipher with a variable block length and a variable key length. The block length and the key length can be independently specified to 128, 192 or 256 bits."

For 3GPP purpose, Rijndael is used only in encryption mode and has the block and key length both set to 128 bits. For the rest of this section, when we refer to Rijndael we mean Rijndael with 128-bit block and key length. This document describes a simple byte oriented implementation of the encryption mode of Rijndael. Readers wishing more detail on the design of the cipher or implementation speed-ups are referred to the original document [6].

A2.2 The State and External Interfaces of Rijndael

Rijndael is composed of a series of rounds that transform the input into the output. An intermediate result is called the State. The State can be pictured as a 4x4 rectangular array of bytes (128 bits in total). The Cipher Key is similarly pictured as a 4x4 rectangular array. These representations are illustrated in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a_{0,0}</th>
<th>a_{0,1}</th>
<th>a_{0,2}</th>
<th>a_{0,3}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a_{1,0}</td>
<td>a_{1,1}</td>
<td>a_{1,2}</td>
<td>a_{1,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{2,0}</td>
<td>a_{2,1}</td>
<td>a_{2,2}</td>
<td>a_{2,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{3,0}</td>
<td>a_{3,1}</td>
<td>a_{3,2}</td>
<td>a_{3,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{0,0}</td>
<td>k_{0,1}</td>
<td>k_{0,2}</td>
<td>k_{0,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{1,0}</td>
<td>k_{1,1}</td>
<td>k_{1,2}</td>
<td>k_{1,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{2,0}</td>
<td>k_{2,1}</td>
<td>k_{2,2}</td>
<td>k_{2,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{3,0}</td>
<td>k_{3,1}</td>
<td>k_{3,2}</td>
<td>k_{3,3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Example of State and Cipher Key layout

Rijndael takes plaintext bytes $P_0, P_1, \ldots, P_{15}$ and key bytes $K_0, K_1, \ldots, K_{15}$ as input and ciphertext bytes $C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_{15}$ as output. The plaintext bytes are mapped onto the state bytes in the order $a_{0,0}, a_{1,0}, a_{2,0}, a_{3,0}, a_{0,1}, a_{1,1}, a_{2,1}, a_{3,1}, \ldots$ and the key bytes in the order $k_{0,0}, k_{1,0}, k_{2,0}, k_{3,0}, k_{0,1}, k_{1,1}, k_{2,1}, k_{3,1}, \ldots$. At the end of the cipher operation, the ciphertext is extracted from the State by taking the State bytes in the same order.

Hence if the one-dimensional index of a byte within a block is $n$ and the two dimensional index is $(i, j)$, we have:

$$i = n \mod 4; \quad j = \lfloor n/4 \rfloor; \quad n = i + 4 \times j$$
A2.3 Internal Structure

Rijndael consists of the following operations:
- an initial Round Key addition
- 9 rounds, numbered 1-9, each consisting of
  - a byte substitution transformation
  - a shift row transformation
  - a mix column transformation
  - a Round Key addition
- A final round (round 10) consisting of
  - a byte substitution transformation
  - a shift row transformation
  - a Round Key addition

The component transformations and how the Round Keys are derived from the cipher keys are specified in the following subsections.

A2.4 The Byte Substitution Transformation

The byte substitution transformation is a non-linear byte substitution, operating on each of the State bytes independently. The substitution table (S-box) is given in section A2.9.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of the byte substitution transformation on the State.

So, for every element of State, we apply the transformation:

\[ b_{ij} = S\text{-box}[a_{ij}] \]

Where \( a_{ij} \) is the initial value of the element in State,
and \( b_{ij} \) is the output value of the element in State.
A2.5 The Shift Row Transformation

In the shift row transformation, the rows of the State are cyclically left shifted by different amounts. Row 0 is not shifted, row 1 is shifted by 1 byte, row 2 by 2 bytes and row 3 by 3 bytes.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the shift row transformation on the State.

![Figure 3: Shift Row operates on the rows of the State](image)

A2.6 The Mix Column Transformation

The mix column transformation operates on each column of the State independently. For column \( j \), we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{b}_{0j} &= T_2(\mathbf{a}_{0j}) \oplus T_3(\mathbf{a}_{1j}) \oplus \mathbf{a}_{2j} \oplus \mathbf{a}_{3j} \\
\mathbf{b}_{1j} &= \mathbf{a}_{0j} \oplus T_2(\mathbf{a}_{1j}) \oplus T_3(\mathbf{a}_{2j}) \oplus \mathbf{a}_{3j} \\
\mathbf{b}_{2j} &= \mathbf{a}_{0j} \oplus \mathbf{a}_{1j} \oplus T_2(\mathbf{a}_{2j}) \oplus T_3(\mathbf{a}_{3j}) \\
\mathbf{b}_{3j} &= T_3(\mathbf{a}_{0j}) \oplus \mathbf{a}_{1j} \oplus \mathbf{a}_{2j} \oplus T_2(\mathbf{a}_{3j})
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
T_2(a) = 2a \quad \text{if } a < 128 \\
\text{or } T_2(a) = (2a) \oplus 283 \quad \text{if } a \geq 128 \\
\text{and } T_3(a) = T_2(a) \oplus a.
\]

For example:

If \( a = 63 \) then \( T_2(63) = 126; \ T_3(63) = T_2(63) \oplus 63 = 65 \)

If \( a = 143 \) then \( T_2(143) = 5; \ T_3(143) = T_2(143) \oplus 143 = 138. \)

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the mix column transformation on the State.
A2.7 The Round Key addition

In this operation, a Round Key is applied to the State by a simple bitwise exclusive-or. The Round Key is derived from the Cipher Key by means of the key schedule. The Round Key length is equal to the block length.

This transformation is illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: In the key addition the Round Key is bitwise XORed to the State](image)

So, for every element of State, we have:

$$b_{i,j} = a_{i,j} \oplus rk_{i,j}$$

Where $a_{i,j}$ is the initial value of the element in State, $b_{i,j}$ is the output value of the element in State, and $rk_{i,j}$ is the round key byte.

A2.8 Key schedule

Rijndael has 11 Round Keys, numbered 0-10, that are each 4x4 rectangular arrays of bytes. The Round Keys are derived from the Cipher Key by means of the key schedule. The initial Round Key (thought of as the zeroth Round Key) is formed directly from the cipher key. This zeroth Round Key is used unaltered for the initial key addition. The remaining Round Keys are used in the ten rounds. Each new round key is derived from the previous round key. Note: It is possible to run the key schedule round by round on an "as required" basis and so only use a total of 16 bytes to store the Round Key.

Let $rk_{i,j}$ be the value of the $r$th Round Key at position $(i, j)$ in the array and $k_{i,j}$ be the cipher key loaded into a 4x4 array.

Initialisation: $rk_{i,j} = k_{i,j}$ for all $i$ and $j$. 

![Figure 4: Mix Column operates on the columns of the State](image)
The other Round Keys ($r=1$ to 10 inclusive) are calculated from the previous one as follows. First the $0^\text{th}$ column is constructed:

$$\begin{align*}
    rk_{r,0,0} &= rk_{r-1,0,0} \oplus \text{S-box}[rk_{r-1,1,0}] \oplus \text{round\_const}[r] \\
    rk_{r,1,0} &= rk_{r-1,1,0} \oplus \text{S-box}[rk_{r-1,2,0}] \\
    rk_{r,2,0} &= rk_{r-1,2,0} \oplus \text{S-box}[rk_{r-1,3,0}] \\
    rk_{r,3,0} &= rk_{r-1,3,0} \oplus \text{S-box}[rk_{r-1,4,0}]
\end{align*}$$

where round\_const[1] = 1 and round\_const[r] = $T_2$(round\_const[r-1]), and S-box is the previously mentioned byte substitution.

Then the remaining three columns are constructed in turn from the corresponding column of the previous Round Key and the previous column of the current Round Key:

$$rk_{r,i,j} = rk_{r,i,j-1} \oplus rk_{r,i,j-1}$$

for $i=0,1,2,3$ and $j=1,2,3$.

Note: The ten round constants computed from the equations:

$$\begin{align*}
    \text{round\_const}[1] &= 1 \\
    \text{round\_const}[r] &= T_2(\text{round\_const}[r-1]) \quad r=2,3...,10
\end{align*}$$

are: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 27, 54.

A2.9 The Rijndael S-box

Annex 3: Simulation Program Listing - Byte Oriented

/* Example algorithms f1, f1*, f2, f3, f4, f5, f5*/
*-------------------------------------------------------------------*
* A sample implementation of the example 3GPP authentication and
* key agreement functions f1, f1*, f2, f3, f4, f5 and f5*. This is
* a byte-oriented implementation of the functions, and of the block
* cipher kernel function Rijndael.
* This has been coded for clarity, not necessarily for efficiency.
* The functions f2, f3, f4 and f5 share the same inputs and have
* been coded together as a single function. f1, f1* and f5* are
* all coded separately.
*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

typedef unsigned char u8;

/* Operator Variant Algorithm Configuration Field -----------*/
*--------- Insert your value of OP here -------*/
#define OP[16] {0x63, 0xbf, 0xa5, 0x0e, 0xe6, 0x52, 0x33, 0x65,
0xff, 0x14, 0xc1, 0xf4, 0x5f, 0x88, 0x73, 0x7d};
*--------- Insert your value of OP here -------*/

/* prototypes --------------------------*/
void f1 ( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16], u8 sqn[6], u8 amf[2],
u8 mac_s[8] );
void f2345 ( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16],
int res[8], u8 ck[16], u8 ik[16], u8 ak[6] );
void f1star( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16],
u8 sqn[6], u8 amf[2],
u8 mac_s[8] );
void f5star( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16],
u8 ak[6] );
void ComputeOPc ( u8 op_c[16] );
void RijndaelKeySchedule ( u8 key[16] );
void RijndaelEncrypt ( u8 input[16], u8 output[16] );

/* Algorithm f1 ----------------------------------*/
* Computes network authentication code MAC-A from key K, random
* challenge RAND, sequence number SQN and authentication management
* field AMF.
*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void f1 ( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16], u8 sqn[6], u8 amf[2],
u8 mac_s[8] )
{
    u8 op_c[16];
    u8 temp[16];
    u8 in1[16];
    u8 out1[16];
    u8 RijndaelInput[16];
    u8 i;
    RijndaelKeySchedule ( k );
    ComputeOPc ( op_c );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        RijndaelInput[i] = rand[i] ^ op_c[i];
    RijndaelEncrypt ( RijndaelInput, temp );
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
    {
        in1[i] = sqn[i];
        in1[i+8] = sqn[i];
    }
for (i=0; i<2; i++)
    {
        in1[i+6] = amf[i];
        in1[i+14] = amf[i];
    }

    /* XOR op_c and in1, rotate by r1=64, and XOR */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        rijndaelInput[(i+8) % 16] = in1[i] ^ op_c[i];
    /* XOR on the value temp computed before */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        rijndaelInput[i] ^= temp[i];
    RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, out1 );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        out1[i] ^= op_c[i];
    for (i=0; i<8; i++)
        mac_a[i] = out1[i];
    return;
} /* end of function f1 */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Algorithms f2-f5
   *-------------------------------------------------------------------
   * Takes key K and random challenge RAND, and returns response RES, confidentiality key CK, integrity key IK and anonymity key AK.
   *-------------------------------------------------------------------
   *-------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void f2345 ( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16],
             u8 res[8], u8 ck[16], u8 ik[16], u8 ak[6] )
{  
    u8 op_c[16];
    u8 temp[16];
    u8 out[16];
    u8 rijndaelInput[16];
    u8 i;

    RijndaelKeySchedule( k );
    ComputeOPc( op_c );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        rijndaelInput[i] = rand[i] ^ op_c[i];
    RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, temp );
    /* To obtain output block OUT2: XOR OPc and TEMP, */
    /* rotate by r2=0, and XOR on the constant c2 (which */
    /* is all zeroes except that the last bit is 1). */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        rijndaelInput[i] = temp[i] ^ op_c[i];
    rijndaelInput[15] ^= 1;
    RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, out );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        out[i] ^= op_c[i];
    for (i=0; i<8; i++)
        res[i] = out[i+8];
    for (i=0; i<6; i++)
        ak[i] = out[i];
    /* To obtain output block OUT3: XOR OPc and TEMP, */
* rotate by r3=32, and XOR on the constant c3 (which is all zeroes except that the next to last bit is 1). */

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    rijndaelInput[(i+12) % 16] = temp[i] ^ op_c[i];
    rijndaelInput[15] ^= 2;

RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, out );
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    out[i] ^= op_c[i];

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    ck[i] = out[i];

/* To obtain output block OUT4: XOR OPc and TEMP, *
* rotate by r4=64, and XOR on the constant c4 (which is all zeroes except that the 2nd from last bit is 1). */

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    rijndaelInput[(i+8) % 16] = temp[i] ^ op_c[i];
    rijndaelInput[15] ^= 4;

RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, out );
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    out[i] ^= op_c[i];

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    ik[i] = out[i];

return;
} /* end of function f2345 */
/* XOR on the value temp computed before */
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    rijndaelInput[i] ^= temp[i];
RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, out1 );
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    out1[i] ^= op_c[i];
for (i=0; i<8; i++)
    mac_s[i] = out1[i+8];
return;
} /* end of function f1star */

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------

/* Algorithm f5*
*--------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Takes key K and random challenge RAND, and returns resynch
* anonymity key AK.
*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

void f5star( u8 k[16], u8 rand[16],
             u8 ak[6] )
{
    u8 op_c[16];
    u8 temp[16];
    u8 out[16];
    u8 rijndaelInput[16];
    u8 i;
    RijndaelKeySchedule( k );
    ComputeOPc( op_c );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        rijndaelInput[i] = rand[i] ^ op_c[i];
    RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, temp );
    /* To obtain output block OUT5: XOR OPc and TEMP, * 
     * rotate by r5=96, and XOR on the constant c5 (which * 
     * is all zeroes except that the 3rd from last bit is 1). */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        rijndaelInput[(i+4) % 16] = temp[i] ^ op_c[i];
    rijndaelInput[15] ^= 8;
    RijndaelEncrypt( rijndaelInput, out );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        out[i] ^= op_c[i];
    for (i=0; i<6; i++)
        ak[i] = out[i];
    return;
} /* end of function f5star */

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------

/* Function to compute OPc from OP and K. Assumes key schedule has
* already been performed. */

void ComputeOPc( u8 op_c[16] )
{
    u8 i;
    RijndaelEncrypt( OP, op_c );
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        op_c[i] ^= OP[i];
    return;
} /* end of function ComputeOPc */
Rijndael round subkeys

```c
u8 roundKey[11][4][4];
```

Rijndael S box table

```c
u8 S[256] = {
    99,124,119,123,242,107,111,197, 48,  1,103, 43,254,215,171,118,
    202,201,212,250, 89, 71,240,173,212,162,175,156,164,114,192,
    183,253,147, 38, 54, 63,247,204, 52,165,229,241,113,216, 49, 21,
    4,199, 35,195, 24,150,  5,154,  7, 18,128,226,235, 39,178,117,
    9,131, 44, 26, 27,110, 90,160, 82, 59,214,179, 41,227, 47,132,
    83,209, 0,237,32,252,177, 91,106,203,190, 57, 74, 76, 88,207,
    208,239,170,251, 67, 77, 51,133, 69,249,  2,127, 80, 60,159,168,
    81,183,64,143,146,157, 56,245,188,182,218, 33, 16,255,243,210,
    205, 12,19,236, 95,151, 68, 23,196,167,126, 61, 39,174,112, 5, 45,
    8,186,120, 37, 46,28,166,180,198,232,221,116, 31, 75,189,139,138,
    112,62,131,102, 72, 3,246,14, 97, 53, 87,185,134,193, 29,158,
    225,248,152, 17,105,217,142,148,155, 30,135,233,206, 85, 40,223,
    140,161,137, 13,191,230, 66,104, 65,153, 45, 15,176, 84,187, 22, 1;
};```  

This array does the multiplication by x in GF(2^8)

```c
u8 Xtime[256] = {
    0,  2,  4,  6,  8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30,
    32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62,
    64, 66, 68, 70, 72,  7, 25, 27, 29, 19, 17, 23, 21, 11,  9, 15,  3,
     1,  7,  5, 59, 57, 63, 61, 51, 49, 55, 53, 43, 41, 47, 45, 35, 33,
    39, 37, 91, 89, 93, 83, 81,  8, 75, 73, 79, 77,  7, 65, 61, 71,
    69,123,121,127,125,115,113,119,117,107,105,111, 99, 97,103,101,
    155,153,159,157,147,145,151,149,139,137,143,141,131,129,135,133,
    187,185,191,189,179,177,183,181,171,169,175,173,163,161,167,165,
    219,217,223,221,211,209,215,213,203,201,207,205,195,193,199,197,

Rijndael key schedule function. Takes 16-byte key and creates all Rijndael's internal subkeys ready for encryption.

```c
void RijndaelKeySchedule( u8 key[16] )
{
    u8 roundConst;
    int i, j;

    /* first round key equals key */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        roundKeys[0][i & 0x03][i>>2] = key[i];

    roundConst = 1;

    /* now calculate round keys */
    for (i=1; i<11; i++)
    {
        roundKeys[i][0][0] = S[roundKeys[i-1][1][3]] ^ roundKeys[i-1][0][0] ^ roundConst;
        roundKeys[i][1][0] = S[roundKeys[i-1][2][3]] ^ roundKeys[i-1][1][0];
        roundKeys[i][2][0] = S[roundKeys[i-1][3][3]] ^ roundKeys[i-1][2][0];
        roundKeys[i][3][0] = S[roundKeys[i-1][0][3]] ^ roundKeys[i-1][3][0];

        for (j=0; j<4; j++)
        {
            roundKeys[i][j+1][j] = roundKeys[i-1][j][j] ^ roundKeys[i][j][0];
            roundKeys[i][j+2][j] = roundKeys[i-1][j][j] ^ roundKeys[i][j][1];
            roundKeys[i][j+3][j] = roundKeys[i-1][j][j] ^ roundKeys[i][j][2];
        }
    }
}
/* update round constant */
roundConst = Xtime[roundConst];
}
return;
} /* end of function RijndaelKeySchedule */

/* Round key addition function */
void KeyAdd(u8 state[4][4], u8 roundKeys[11][4][4], int round)
{
  int i, j;
  for (i=0; i<4; i++)
    for (j=0; j<4; j++)
      state[i][j] ^= roundKeys[round][i][j];
return;
}

/* Byte substitution transformation */
int ByteSub(u8 state[4][4])
{
  int i, j;
  for (i=0; i<4; i++)
    for (j=0; j<4; j++)
      state[i][j] = S[state[i][j]];
return 0;
}

/* Row shift transformation */
void ShiftRow(u8 state[4][4])
{
  u8 temp;
  /* left rotate row 1 by 1 */
  temp = state[1][0];
  state[1][0] = state[1][1];
  state[1][1] = state[1][2];
  state[1][2] = state[1][3];
  state[1][3] = temp;
  /* left rotate row 2 by 2 */
  temp = state[2][0];
  state[2][0] = state[2][2];
  state[2][2] = temp;
  temp = state[2][1];
  state[2][1] = state[2][3];
  state[2][3] = temp;
  /* left rotate row 3 by 3 */
  temp = state[3][0];
  state[3][0] = state[3][3];
  state[3][3] = state[3][2];
  state[3][2] = state[3][1];
  state[3][1] = temp;
return;
}

/* MixColumn transformation*/
void MixColumn(u8 state[4][4])
{
  u8 temp, tmp, tmp0;
  int i;
  /* do one column at a time */
  for (i=0; i<4;i++)
  {
    temp = state[0][i] ^ state[1][i] ^ state[2][i] ^ state[3][i];
    tmp0 = state[0][i];
  }
/* Xtime array does multiply by x in GF2^8 */
tmp = Xtime[state[0][i] ^ state[1][i]];
state[0][i] ^= temp ^ tmp;

tmp = Xtime[state[1][i] ^ state[2][i]];
state[1][i] ^= temp ^ tmp;

tmp = Xtime[state[2][i] ^ state[3][i]];
state[2][i] ^= temp ^ tmp;

tmp = Xtime[state[3][i] ^ tmp0];
state[3][i] ^= temp ^ tmp;
}
return;

/* Rijndael encryption function. Takes 16-byte input and creates
   16-byte output (using round keys already derived from 16-byte key). */

void RijndaelEncrypt( u8 input[16], u8 output[16] )
{
    u8 state[4][4];
    int i, r;

    /* initialise state array from input byte string */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
        state[i & 0x3][i>>2] = input[i];

    /* add first round_key */
    KeyAdd(state, roundKeys, 0);

    /* do lots of full rounds */
    for (r=1; r<=9; r++)
    {
        ByteSub(state);
        ShiftRow(state);
        MixColumn(state);
        KeyAdd(state, roundKeys, r);
    }

    /* final round */
    ByteSub(state);
    ShiftRow(state);
    KeyAdd(state, roundKeys, r);

    /* produce output byte string from state array */
    for (i=0; i<16; i++)
    {
        output[i] = state[i & 0x3][i>>2];
    }

    return;
} /* end of function RijndaelEncrypt */
Annex 4:
Rijndael Listing - 32-Bit Word Oriented

/*---------------------------------------------
 * Rijndael Implementation
 *---------------------------------------------
 * A sample 32-bit orientated implementation of Rijndael, the
 * suggested kernel for the example 3GPP authentication and key
 * agreement functions.
 * This implementation draws on the description in section 5.2 of
 * the AES proposal and also on the implementation by
 * Dr B. R. Gladman <brg@gladman.uk.net> 9th October 2000.
 * It uses a number of large (4k) lookup tables to implement the
 * algorithm in an efficient manner.
 * Note: in this implementation the State is stored in four 32-bit
 * words, one per column of the State, with the top byte of the
 * column being the _least_ significant byte of the word.
 *---------------------------------------------*/

#define LITTLE_ENDIAN /* For INTEL architecture */
typedef unsigned char u8;
typedef unsigned int u32;

/* Circular byte rotates of 32 bit values */
#define rot1(x) ((x <<  8) | (x >> 24))
#define rot2(x) ((x << 16) | (x >> 16))
#define rot3(x) ((x << 24) | (x >>  8))

/* Extract a byte from a 32-bit u32 */
#define byte0(x)    ((u8)(x))
#define byte1(x)    ((u8)(x >>  8))
#define byte2(x)    ((u8)(x >> 16))
#define byte3(x)    ((u8)(x >> 24))

/* Put or get a 32 bit u32 (v) in machine order from a byte */
/* address in (x) */
#ifdef LITTLE_ENDIAN
#define u32_in(x)     (*(u32*)(x))
#define u32_out(x,y)  (*(u32*)(x) = y)
#else
/* Invert byte order in a 32 bit variable */
__inline u32 byte_swap(const u32 x)
{
    return rot1(x) & 0x00ff00ff | rot3(x) & 0xff00ff00;
}
__inline u32 u32_in(const u8 x[])
{
    return byte_swap(*u32*));
};
__inline void u32_out(u8 x[], const u32 v)
{
    *(u32*)x = byte_swap(v);
};
#endif/*---------------
The lookup tables--------------------------*/

static u32 rnd_con[10] =
{ 0x01, 0x02, 0x04, 0x08, 0x10, 0x20, 0x40, 0x80, 0x1B, 0x36}
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---

static u32 Ekey[44]; /* The expanded key */

#define f_rnd(x, n) 
\( ( \text{ft_tab}[0][\text{byte0}(x[n])] \)
\^ \( \text{ft_tab}[1][\text{byte1}(x[(n + 1) \& 3])] \)
\^ \( \text{ft_tab}[2][\text{byte2}(x[(n + 2) \& 3])] \)
\^ \( \text{ft_tab}[3][\text{byte3}(x[(n + 3) \& 3])] \) )

#define f_round(bo, bi, k) 
bo[0] = f_rnd(bi, 0) ^ k[0]; \nbo[1] = f_rnd(bi, 1) ^ k[1]; \nbo[2] = f_rnd(bi, 2) ^ k[2]; \nbo[3] = f_rnd(bi, 3) ^ k[3]; \nk += 4

--- The S Box lookup used in constructing the Key schedule ---*

#define ls_box(x) 
( \( \text{fl_tab}[0][\text{byte0}(x)] \)
\^ \( \text{fl_tab}[1][\text{byte1}(x)] \)
\^ \( \text{fl_tab}[2][\text{byte2}(x)] \)
\^ \( \text{fl_tab}[3][\text{byte3}(x)] \) )

--- The last round function (no MixColumn) ---*/

#define lf_rnd(x, n) 
( \( \text{fl_tab}[0][\text{byte0}(x[n])] \)
\^ \( \text{fl_tab}[1][\text{byte1}(x[(n + 1) \& 3])] \)
\^ \( \text{fl_tab}[2][\text{byte2}(x[(n + 2) \& 3])] \)
\^ \( \text{fl_tab}[3][\text{byte3}(x[(n + 3) \& 3])] \) )
^ f1_tab[3][byte3(x[(n + 3) & 3])] )

/ \*------------------------------------------------------------------
* RijndaelKeySchedule
* Initialise the key schedule from a supplied key
*/
void RijndaelKeySchedule(u8 key[16])
{
    u32 t;
    u32 *ek=Ekey,   /* pointer to the expanded key */
         *rc=rnd_con; /* pointer to the round constant */
    Ekey[0] = u32_in(key     );
    Ekey[1] = u32_in(key +  4);
    Ekey[2] = u32_in(key +  8);
    Ekey[3] = u32_in(key + 12);

    while(ek < Ekey + 40)
    {
        t = rot3(ek[3]);
        ek[4] = ek[0] ^ ls_box(t) ^ *rc++;
        ek += 4;
    }
}

/ \*------------------------------------------------------------------
* RijndaelEncrypt
* Encrypt an input block
*/
void RijndaelEncrypt(u8 in[16], u8 out[16])
{
    u32    b0[4], b1[4], *kp = Ekey;
    b0[0] = u32_in(in     ) ^ *kp++;
    b0[1] = u32_in(in +  4) ^ *kp++;
    b0[2] = u32_in(in +  8) ^ *kp++;
    b0[3] = u32_in(in + 12) ^ *kp++;

    f_round(b1, b0, kp);
    f_round(b0, b1, kp);
    f_round(b1, b0, kp);
    f_round(b0, b1, kp);
    f_round(b1, b0, kp);
    f_round(b0, b1, kp);
    f_round(b1, b0, kp);

    u32_out(out, 1f_rnd(b1, 0) ^ kp[0]);
    u32_out(out +  4, 1f_rnd(b1, 1) ^ kp[1]);
    u32_out(out +  8, 1f_rnd(b1, 2) ^ kp[2]);
    u32_out(out + 12, 1f_rnd(b1, 3) ^ kp[3]);
}
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